The First Secretary of State said that the unofficial strike
at Standard-Triumph's Liverpool factory gave cause for serious
concern.
The strike did not arise from any failure on the
managements part to operate procedures speedily; and it was not
due primarily to the militancy of shop stewards. The indications
were that it simply reflected a mood of near-anarchy on the shop
floor. The Chairman of British Leyland Motors, Lord Stokes, with
whom she had discussed the matter earlier in the day, was disposed
to stand firm until the men went back to work in order to
demonstrate that unofficial action did not always pay. She had not
tried to discourage him in this; but she had emphasised that it
might involve a prolonged stoppage and had suggested that before
deciding to adopt this policy the company should be quite clear
how long they could afford to go on with it. If they were not
prepared to stand a long strike it might be better to make
concessions now, in which case a Court of Inquiry might have a
helpful part to play. In the face of opposition from the Transport
and General Workers' Union and the Amalgamated Engineering
and Foundry Workers' Union, whose officials had made no real
effort to get the men back to work, the Trades Union Congress
(TUC) could do little to help: though if the strike were prolonged
the mood of the other unions represented on the General Council
might change. Moreover, experience showed that the TUC, if they
did intervene, would almost certainly try to conciliate instead of
simply fulfilling their undertaking to get the men back to work so
that negotiations could be resumed under the agreed procedures.
In discussion general concern was expressed at the deteriorating
condition of industrial relations, which amounted in some industries
to a total abdication of responsibility on the part of individual
workers. This was not confined to manufacturing industry or to
the private sector. The success achieved by the dustmen in their
recent unofficial action had been noted by many other sections of
the community which had no history of militancy, including nurses,
firemen, teachers and industrial workers in the Civil Service. Pay
was not the only issue involved; in some cases considerations of
status, morale and conditions of work were equally important. The
causes of unrest among these and other groups were complex. They
included dissatisfaction with the operation of incomes policy which
many people in the public services considered inequitable; and a
widespread feeling that in many occupations family men who did
a conscientious job of work were only marginally better off than
those who preferred to remain unemployed. These considerations
might seem to point to some relaxation in incomes policy, especially
as it affected the relevant groups in the public service; but the serious

